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About this
Booklet
Imprint
Edition
#1 Sep 2015
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www.facebook.com/schlafplatzorga
www.w2eu.info
for more information check
www.oplatz.net

This booklet is made for you – refugees living
in Berlin, with or without papers, especially for
those, who have just arrived and need some orientation. It will help you to get information on all
aspects of life, no matter where you are from or
what status you have.
We have often witnessed how difficult life can
be for refugees in Germany. Racism, ignorance
and the indifference of German authorities have
meant that many refugees who came here to
find shelter from war, poverty and persecution
are completely on their own and are often faced
with homelessness and poverty.

‘normal’ citizens besides the fact that the former
had to flee from their homes? There is none.
Many out there agree with us and show solidarity with refugees in many different ways: political
action, accommodation support, medical help,
food, legal assistance, to name only some. This
booklet aims at providing you with information
about the different kinds of support and possibilities of self-organization you can get to live your
life in Berlin in dignity and a more independent
way.

NO ONE FLEES WITHOUT
REASON
Yet, for all those, who are concerned: you are not
alone! We regard every human being as equal regardless of constructions like nationality or the
passport you have. Hence, everybody should
have the same rights, access to work and accommodation. We disagree with the existing state,
in which refugees are forced to live packed into
camps, having no control about their wellbeing
and being permanently threatened by deportation. What is the difference between refugees and
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Political
Action
This is a small overview about political groups
and movements in Berlin that struggle for refugee rights. Some of them have existed for a very
long time others were formed after the “Oranienplatz protests” (you find a small description
on the right). Also, the form and program of these groups differ in various ways. Yet, what they
have in common is the deep belief that freedom
of movement is the right of everybody living on
this planet. Based on this fundamental assumption we derive following demands.

Our Demands
Abolish Residenzpflicht (mandatory
residence)!
Rooted in colonial policies, Residenzpflicht obliges refugees to stay in a
certain area and clearly violates our basic
human rights. We reject any restrictions
of our freedom of movement and demand the complete abolition of Residenzpflicht-law.
Abolish all “Lagers” (refugee camps)!
Refugees in Germany are forced to stay
in “Lagers” (camps) almost completely
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Refugee activists on the roof of the school at Ohlauer Straße

isolated from society, under inhumane
living conditions and constant surveillance by authorities and Lager-guards. We
refuse to live in those prison-like Lagers,
we break this isolation and demand the
right to choose where and how we want
to live!
Stop all deportations (also Dublin III)!
Deportations are an inhumane practice
and have to be stopped immediately.
Everyone leaving her/his home country
has good reasons to migrate – may it
be war, political persecution or because
of the economic situation – all of these
reasons are political at its core.
Right to work and study!
We don’t want your social benefits.
We need the right to work and study to
provide for ourselves independently.

HISTORY OF THE REFUGEE
STRUGGLE AT ORANIENPLATZ
After the suicide of the Iranian refugee Muhammed Rahsapar at the refugee camp in Würzburg,
refugees from various camps in Germany, united
and set off to Berlin in a protest march. When
we arrived in Berlin we set up a protest camp at
Oranienplatz in Kreuzberg. These tents were a
symbol to show the society what the problems
are, that we reject the isolation and discriminative laws the German state is trying to impose on
us, that we raise our voice against discrimination
and are resisting. This protest camp has soon become our center of resistance, the place where
we made our political demands visible. Starting
from Oranienplatz we organized a bus-tour to
different “Lagers” in other German cities in 2013.
Even though we faced a lot of repression and violence by police, we were able to get in contact
with a lot of refugees living in isolation and some

even joined us on the way or came to our big
demonstration in Berlin.
For more than two years now, we have organized many demonstrations and activities from
the two bases of resistance: Oranienplatz and
Ohlauer Straße. Through different kinds of direct
action, such as civil disobedience, occupations
and blockades we made clear that we will not
cease to fight for our rights. We have managed
that refugees are part of the political discussion
and that we have overcome the life in isolation
that was imposed on us. We take our freedom,
cross borders and design our lives the way we
want. Now, the resistance that started with a
small number of people has become a broad movement.
Source: www.oplatz.net
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Political
Groups
Women in Exile
Is an initiative of refugee women founded in Brandenburg in 2002 by refugee women to fight for
their rights. We decided to organize as a refugee
women’s group because we know from our experience that refugee women are doubly discriminated against, not only by racist laws and discriminative refugee laws in general, but also as women.
The struggle against these laws is usually supported by mixed-sex refugee self-organizations
and in our experience, these are often dominated by men who look at other issues as more
important. Women in Exile e.V. was founded in
Potsdam in 2011 and is recognized as a non-profit association.
Network meeting: every first Saturday of the
month, 1 PM in Berlin or Potsdam
Address: Rudolf-Breitscheid-Straße 164 –
14482 Potsdam
info@women-in-exile.net

#!?*
space for self-empowerment. They advocate for
a society in which all aspects of the life and identity of lesbian, bisexual women and trans*people are accepted and appreciated.
Address: Kulmer Strasse 20a – Berlin
Phone: 030 – 21 91 50 90
info@lesmigras.de
Raising awareness and changing perspectives as
suggested by the “critical whiteness approach” form
the basis of our work. We offer interdisciplinary activities in the field of cultural and political education.
Address: Kameruner Str. 1 – 13351 Berlin
www.africavenir.org
Phone: 030 – 26934764

Voix des migrants
www.voixdesmigrants.com
vdesmigrants@gmail.com

GLADT
GLADT is an independent, self-organized group
of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and trans people
(LGBTT). They offer counseling and support services in English. All services are available to the
general public, regardless of ethnic background,
religion, nationality, sexual orientation or gender identity.
Address: Kluckstraße 11 – 10785 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 26 55 66 33
info@gladt.de

My Right is your Right
It is a union of persons engaged in the cultural
sector, activists, lawyers, refugees, representatives from churches, associations, trade unionists,
neighborhood initiatives and a lot of other groups.
“We are united by the wish for a stronger involvement in the refugee policy of Berlin. We want to
open the doors of theaters and other public places
for the interest of a fair policy for refugees.”
www.myrightisyourright.de
info@myrightisyourright.de

Corasol

AfricAvenir

LesMigraS

Corasol is a group of people with and without a
right to stay, with and without the experience
of flight or migration, who try to fight against
racism and white dominance within the society by structural political work and mutual support. More concrete we organized the Antiracist
Shopping in Hennigsdorf, do the monthly Friedel-Vokü with information on antiracist topics
and smaller public actions.
www.corasol.blogsport.de
corasol@web.de

AfricAvenir International e.V. creates opportunities for the production and dissemination of
knowledge from the perspective of Africans and
migrants from the African Diaspora.

(Lesbian/bisexual Migrants, Black Lesbians and
Trans*People)
„LesMigraS“ is engaged in anti-discrimination
and anti-violence work, offers counselling and a

Network in Germany for the International Coalition of Sans-Papiers, Migrants and Refugees.

African Refugee Union
aru1884info@gmail.com
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CISPM Berlin

Phone: 0152 – 17253443 (DE/ IT/ ES),
0152 – 13033001 (EN/ FR), 0152 – 10257497 (FR/ EN)
cispmberlin@riseup.net

The Caravan and The Voice
The Caravan-for the Rights of refugees and
Migrants is a network of individuals, groups and
organizations of refugees, migrants and Germans based on anti-imperialism and antiracism.
They are engaged in the struggle for socio-political justice, equality and respect for the fundamental human rights of everyone.
www.karawane-berlin.org
Phone: 0170 – 8788124
the_voice_berlin@emdash.org

Die Plataforma
der MigrantInnen und Flüchtlinge Berlin
The „Plataforma“ is a open space for groups and
individuals, who come from different parts of
the world and who have diverse experiences and
visions. Due to that, there is the possibility to
exchange and to develop strategies against the
dominating Injustice, to act as a political subject
and to become visible.
Phone: 0176 – 26565198
pataforma.berlin@gmail.com

Pro Asyl
PRO ASYL struggles for a democratic and open
society in which refugees have the chance to live in
dignity. PRO ASYL assists refugees in their asylum
procedure and offers various other kinds of help.
Phone : 069 – 24 23 14 20
(Mo – Fr: 10 AM – 12 AM & 2 PM – 4 PM)
proasyl@proasyl.de
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Juristic
Help & Legal
Advice
ASYLUM LAW IN GERMANY –
A SMALL OVERVIEW
Usually refugees or non-EU migrants are able
to obtain temporary or permanent residence in
Germany by applying for asylum or marriage. It’s
more or less impossible – except for a few highly
qualified experts and specialists – to get papers
which allow a working permission.
Police controls are quite common on trains and
in stations and inner cities, nevertheless tens of
thousands of undocumented migrants live and
work, mainly with the support of their communities, in big cities. Assistance is also given by a
lot of medical help projects or other advice centres/services run by anti-racist groups, NGOs or
unions, and by self-organised groups of migrants.
Most of these projects are open for documented
as well as for undocumented migrants.
Everyone without papers who is apprehended by
the police has the right to apply for asylum. And
usually she/he should not be arrested or detained
for a longer time. Asylum applications have to be
directed to reception centres. The first asylum
interview is crucial for the whole procedure, and
should be prepared very well.
There is no guarantee that you can remain in
the place/city of the asylum application as the
allocation of accommodation is dependent on a
08

Germany-wide distribution system. All asylum
seekers have to live in camps at first, often in isolated places, and without the right to work in the
first year and on minimum benefits (i.e. benefits
in kind such as food packages, or benefit money).
A lawyer has to be paid by the asylum seeker himor herself. The duration of an asylum procedure
is incalculable. Sometimes it takes a few months,
sometimes 1 or 2 years. For some groups of refugees (coming from war zones or dictatorships)
the chance to get full asylum or at least subsidiary
protection status is not too bad, but of course it
depends on the individual case and the preparation! Refugees and migrants who, for one reason
or other, cannot be deported, will get the very
precarious status of toleration (“Duldung”).
Regularisation processes in Germany have been
limited to particular groups with years of toleration. No legalisation of undocumented migrants
has ever taken place.
The detention and deportation system is well
organised, the German bureaucracy puts a lot of
energy into trying to kick refugees and migrants
out of the country, not avoiding any costs, for
example by utilizing charter deportation flights.
Never trust the foreigners’ office (“Ausländeramt”), better to be escorted by friends or
supporters, if the status is not safe!
Source: www.w2eu.info

KUB
If you have questions regarding your asylum process or if you need legal advise for other purposes
(translating letters, trouble with the police etc.)
We recommend to go to KUB (Kontakt- und Beratungsstelle für Flüchtlinge und Migrant_innen).
KUB is a registered non-profit association, whose purpose it is to provide support and consultation services for refugees and migrants from all
over the world, in matters concerning not only
social and residence law, but also psychosocial
and other existential questions. We are committed to the notion that all men and women are entitled to a secure residence status as well as equal
political, social, and economic opportunities.
Their central aim is to assist refugees and
migrants who consult us in their efforts to lead
independent and self-determined lives in Germany, and to help them establish the essential
foundations of the legal, psychological, and existential kind.
Address: Oranienstraße 159
U Moritzplatz (U8)
Office hours:
Mo: 10 AM – 1 PM consultations in EN, FR, DE
Tu: 10 AM–1 PM consultations in EN, ES, DE
Th: 10 AM–1 PM consultations in EN DE
Fr: 10 AM–1 PM consultations in Arabic, Dari,
Farsi, EN, FR, ES, Turkish, DE
Phone: 030 – 6149400
kontakt@kub-berlin.org
All services are free of charge!

LIST OF SOME LAWYERS
FOR ASYLUM LAW

Andrea Würdinger
Address: Welserstr. 10-12 – 10777 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 200 514 060
Fax: 030 – 200 514 020
info@rechtsanwaeltin-wuerdinger.de
-------------------------------------------------Ulrich von Klingenggraeff
Address: Karl-Marx-Str 71 – 12043 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 25293336
Fax: 030 – 25293338
kanzlei@anwalt-klinggraeff.de
-----------------------------------------------Christina Clemm
Address: Yorckstraße 80 – 10965 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 62 20 17 48
Fax: 030 – 62 20 17 49
clemm@anwaeltinnen-kreuzberg.de
------------------------------------------------Barbara Wessel
Address: Yorckstraße 80 – 10965 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 62 20 17 48
Fax: 030 – 62 20 17 49
wessel@anwaeltinnen-kreuzberg.de
------------------------------------------------Eberhard Schultz
Haus der Demokratie und Menschenrechte
RechtsanwältInnen Schultz & Förster
Address: Greifswalder Str. 4 – 10245 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 437 250 26
Fax: 030 – 437 250 27
schultz@menschenrechtsanwalt.de
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Accommodation
Sleeping
Place
Organisation

Emergency Shelter

Having a place to stay, a
“safe haven”, where one
can sleep, work or just
have a rest is a matter
of course, a right that
everyone should have.
Unfortunately for many
refugees living in BerProtest sign for the right to have a save place to stay (at Oranienplatz)
lin/Germany not having
such a place is a bitter reality. While some refu- The Sleeping Place Organisation aims at bringees living in an asylum seekers home have to ging people together and at supporting a strong
share one small room with three others, many network of neighbours, flatmates and activists
others don’t have any place at all and sometimes that is able to break the isolation enforced by the
capitalist system and its political counterparts.
they are forced to sleep on the street.
In reaction to this, the Sleeping Place Organization was established about a year ago. To
provide at least temporary accommodation for
homeless, mostly illegalized people, the group
concentrates on establishing contact to supporters in solidarity, We are convinced that even the
few and temporary offers are essential for people who are in danger of being deported, who are
deprived of their right to stay, to work, to educate themselves, and to move freely.
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The Sleeping Place Organization offers help
to all people in need of a sleeping place from
Monday to Friday, 6 – 8 PM at Oranienplatz. You
can also reach them via:

In the case that you are not capable of getting
in contact with the Sleeping Place Organisation
you find a list of emergency shelters in Berlin below. These places are open for everyone who has
no place to sleep. Unfortunately, the places are
often limited. This is why we recommend to call
in advance.

Diakonie
Runs the day care centre „Am Wassertor“
close to Oranienplatz with showers, washing
machines and a kitchen.
Mo, We, Fr, Sa and Sunday: 9 AM – 12 PM;
Tue: 9 AM – 2 PM
Segitzdamm 46, U Kottbusser Tor

Phone: 0176 – 37 32 54 99
schlafplatzorga@gmail.com

Kältehilfe
offers help for homeless people in difficult
situations during winter time (November to
March). They offer soup kitchens, emergency
shelter as well as legal and social counseling.

For further information and current events:
www.facebook.com/schlafplatzorga

They can be reached daily via phone between
9 PM and 3 AM: 0178 – 5235838

Nachtcafé Obdach
Samariterstraße 27 (backyard) – 10247 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 81477317
U Sarmariterstraße (U5); Thursdays:
6 PM – 7:30 AM – last entrance 9:30 PM

Notübernachtung Franklinstraße
Franklinstr 27a – 10587 Berlin-Charlottenburg
Phone: 030 – 391 2722
U Ernst-Reuter-Platz,
then take Bus 245 to station Marchbrücke
Daily: 6 PM – 8 AM – last entrance 9:30 PM

Notübernachtung Motz & Co.
Weserstraße 36 – 10247 Berlin-Friedrichshain
Phone: 030 – 285 993 57
U Samariterstr or U + S Frankfurter Allee
last entrance 10 PM

Emergency shelter for women
Tieckstraße 17 – 10115 Berlin (1st backyard)
Phone: 030 – 2832939
S Nordbahnhof or U Rosenthaler Platz
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Medical &
Psychological
Assistance
In Germany many refugees, especially those without papers, have no access to basic
healthcare. Often refugees receive medical treatment only in the case of acute illness, pain or
pregnancy. But even in those cases a medical
treatment is very often delayed or even made
impossible due to bureaucratic obstacles or
racist discrimination.

KÜFAS
in Berlin
Xenion
Xenion offers psychosocial care for people suffering of the psychological consequences of flight,
torture and expulsion.

Office For Medical
Refugee Assistance

Address: Paulsenstr. 55/56,
S + U Rathaus Steglitz (S1, U9)

The Office For Medical Refugee Assistance
(Büro Für Medizinische Flüchtlingshilfe) offers
free and anonymous medical treatment for
refugees with or without papers. The range of
offered treatments varies from general health
care (e.g. headache) to dental medicine. In difficult cases the patients will be mediated to other
specialists.

Phone: 030 – 323 29 33
(from Monday to Thursday 10 AM to 12 AM)
www.xenion.org
info@xenion.org

Address: Gneisenaustr. 2a
Backyard, third staircase, 2nd floor
Office hours: Monday & Thursday
from 4:30 PM to 6.30 PM
U Mehringdamm (U6, U7)
Telephone: 030 – 69 46 746
info@medibuero.de
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Eating
at KÜFAs

AFRIKAHERZ – Gesundheit
und Migration

Küfa location near U Boddinstraße – Lunte

Due to the various “Küfa’s” there are a lot of
possibilities to have a
descent meal in Berlin.
“Küfa’s” – often also
called “Voküs” or “Volxsküchen” – are regularly
occurring group cooking events, at which the
meal is served free of
charge or at a low cost (1 Eur – 2 Eur). The offered meals are mostly vegetarian, but often also
vegan. Küfa’s are not only nice places for eating
good food, but also a great opportunity to get
in contact with other people, since these gatherings are often driven by the spirit of solidarity.
When you have financial problems just speak to
the organisers and you will certainly get your
meal for free.

Medical and social advise for African migrants
Miss Rosaline M‘bayo (a powerful woman)
Address: Petersburger Str. 92, 10247 Berlin
Phone: 030 – 42 24 706
Fax: 030-29 00 71 93
afrikaherz@via-in-berlin.de

List of Küfas on the
following pages >>
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When & Where

Monday

7:30 PM

Weisestr. 53 – 12049 Berlin
(U Boddinstrasse)

K 19 Café

8:00 PM

Where?

Kopi

8:00 PM

KvU

8:00 PM

Storkower Str. 119
10407 Berlin
(S Landsberger Allee)

Bödikerstr. 9 (1. HH)
10245 Berlin
(S Ostkreuz)

M29
(every 1st Tuesday/
month)

8:00 PM

Malmöerstr. 29
10439 Berlin
(S Bornholmer Str)

Rote Insel

8:00 PM

Mansteinstr. 10
10783 Berlin
(S + U Yorkstr)

Potsdamer Strasse 180
10783 Berlin
(U Bülowstr)

Schreina47

8:00 PM

Schreinerstr. 47
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Schreina47

8:00 PM

Schreinerstr. 47
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

8:00 PM

Kreutzigerstr. 19
10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Wednesday

When?

Where?

8:00 PM

Mariannenplatz 2A
10997 Berlin
(U Görlitzer Bahnhof)

Rauchhaus

7:05 PM

Mariannenplatz 1A
10997 Berlin
(U Görlitzer Bahnhof)

Voigstr. 36 – 10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

B-Lage

8:00 PM

Mareschstr. 1
12055 Berlin
(S Sonnenallee)

Friday

When?

Where?

Kadterschmiede

8:00 PM

Rigaer Str. 94
10245 Berlin
(U Frankfurter Tor)

Lunte

8:00 PM

Subversiv

8:00 PM

Brunnenstr. 7 (HH)
10119 Berlin
(U Rosenthaler Platz)

Bandito Rosso

Vetomat

8:00 PM

Scharnweberstr. 35
10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

7:00 PM

Bödiker 9

8:00 PM

Drugstore

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

Zielona Gora
(every 1st Monday/
month)

8:00 PM

Sama-Café

Samariterstr. 32
11:00 PM 10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Tuesday

Lunte

Köpenicker Str. 137
10179 Berlin
(S Ostbahnhof)

Rote Insel

V36

Where?

When?

Where?
Mansteinstr. 10
0783 Berlin
(S + U Yorkstr)

New Yorck Bethanien
(every 1st and 3rd
Monday/month)

When?

Kreutzigerstr. 19
10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

When?

K 19 Café

Thursday

Grünbergerstr. 73
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Tuesday

When?

Where?

Zielona Gora
(every 2nd/month)

12:15 PM

Grünbergerstr. 73
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Vetomat
(every 1st and 3rd)

Scharnweberstr. 35
12:00 PM 10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Sunday

When?

Erreichbar

Reichenberger Str. 63a (HH)
12:00 PM 10999 Berlin
(U Görlitzer Bahnhof)

Schreina47

Schreinerstr. 47
12:00 PM 10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

KvU

1:00 PM

Storkower Str. 119
10407 Berlin
(S Landsberger Allee)

Weisestr. 53 – 12049 Berlin
(U Boddinstrasse)

Projektraum H48

1:00 PM

Hermannstr. 48
12049 Berlin
(U Boddinstr)

8:00 PM

Lottumstr. 10a
10119 Berlin
(U Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz)

Scherer8

1:00 PM

Schererstr 8 – 13347 Berlin
(S+U Wedding, U6, S41/42)

La Casa
(every 2nd and
4th/month)

9:00 PM

Storkower Str. 119
10407 Berlin
(S Landsberger Allee)

Supamolly

4:00 PM

Jessnerstr. 41
10247 Berlin
(U + S Frankfurter Allee)

Zielona Gora
(every 4th/month)
Abstand

8:00 PM

Grünbergerstr. 73
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

9:00 PM

Rigaerstr. 78
10247 Berlin

Saturday

Where?

When?

Where?

ThommyWeißbecker-Haus

6:00 PM

Wilhelmstr. 9
10963 Berlin
(U Hallesches Tor)

Schreina47

8:00 PM

Schreinerstr. 47
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Rote Insel

9:00 PM

Mansteinstr. 10
10783 Berlin
(S + U Yorkstr)

X-B-Liebig

8:00 PM

Liebigstr. 34 – 10247 Berlin
(U Frankfurter Tor)

B5355

8:00 PM

Braunschweigerstr. 53/55
12055 Berlin
(S + U Neukölln)

Kopi

8:30 PM

Köpenicker Str. 137
10179 Berlin
(S Ostbahnhof)

Zielona Gora
(every 4th/month)

8:00 PM

Grünbergerstr. 73
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Zielona Gora

7:09 PM

Grünbergerstr. 73
10245 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)

Groni50
(every 1st &
3rd Tuesday/month)

8:00 PM

Groninger Str. 50,
13347 Berlin
(U Osloer Str, U8, U9)

La Casa

9:00 PM

Wurzener Str. 6
12627 Berlin
(U Louis-Lewin-Str)

Sama-Café

Samariterstr. 32
10:00 PM 10247 Berlin
(U Samariterstr)
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